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Oshkosh 2012
By Michael Stephan

Experimental Aircraft Association!
This year marked my seventh consecutive
trip to Oshkosh for the Airventure
convention. The first year I travelled with
Monroe McDonald and stayed with family
friends that lived less than a mile from the
airport. For two years I stayed in that
family’s 45 ft luxury bus. Subsequent years

Marvin and Ken’s year one transportation
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were spent in local college’s dorms with
traveling companions Marvin Brott and Ken
Krebaum. This year we stayed in a hotel
about 45 minutes away. It was pleasant to be
back in an air-conditioned room with the
bathroom a few steps away.
For Marvin and Ken this was there 40th
consecutive Oshkosh. Talking with them
you get a good history of the evolution of
the show. At the August meeting, if you
missed it, Marvin and Ken showed us
pictures of some of those early years. The
first year they drove up in a truck that they
slept in the back of during the show. That
was only one of two years that they ever
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Monthly Schedule

September 4th Chapter Meeting

September 11th Board Meeting

The September Chapter
meeting will be on Tuesday
September 4th. It will be
held at the Farmers
Branch Library, located
on the northwest corner
of Webb Chapel and
Golfing Green Dr. The
meeting will be held in
the auditorium and will
begin at 6:30 p.m. and
finish by 9:00.

The next BOD meeting will be held on September 11th at
the Farmers Branch Manske Library at 7:00 PM. The
minutes from the August BOD meeting recorded by Norm
Biron are as follows:
In attendance: Michael Stephan, Pete Miller, Jim Canniff,
Bruce Fuller, Brad Roberts, Ann Asberry, Norm Biron, Sam
Cooper, Mel Asberry

Our speaker for the
September meeting is Phillip
Campbell, a special agent with the
office of
Homeland Security Investigations. He will cover what
Homeland Security Investigations does and some of his
past experiences. He is hoping to address questions and
concerns from our members in an interactive and open
forum. Don’t disappoint him, come prepared!

September 8th Fly-out

Lunch and lots of airplanes at Pecan Plantation!

Pecan Plantation & VAF Fly-In - OTX1 - Granbury
NOTE: UNICOM FREQ NOW 122.975. Now West
Traffic Pattern ALL runways
Time: 9:30 – 16:00 (Rain date if needed is 15 Sept)
------Free Admission----Sponsored by EAA Chapter 983 & Vans Air Force.
Everyone is invited and there is something for all ages.
Raffle for Apple Ipad with Fore-Flight App. Purchase
raffle tickets at www.eaa983.org
Lunch served for a small fee. “Showcase Of Airplanes”.
100 +Static aircraft display & lots of aircraft operations.
Patches the Clown (balloons tricks for young kids). Young
Eagles Program, Free plane rides kids 8-17yrs. Adult
Orientation Rides. Flight times 1:00-2:30, First Come,
First Scheduled & flown. Please join in. As always, the
more the merrier.

September 15th Fly-out
Flights of Our Fathers Fly-In Terrell Municipal Airport.
Time:7:45am - 4:00pm
Cost:$5
This is also the first event for the North Texas EAA
Chapters Officers organization promoting EAA. Saturday's
Events include Pancake breakfast, Static Airplane Displays,
BBQ Cook-off, Classic Car Show, Food Court, Museum
Tours, Kid's Zone, Texas Heatwave Aerobatic Team.
Dinner Dance! 972-524-1714,

General Meeting, Speaker / Subject
•Tues. Sept. 4: Homeland Security Investigations, SAC
Dallas, / Phillip Campbell Special Agent
•Tues. Oct. 2: DPS Pursuits - FLIR Finds./ Matt Murphy,
pilot WFAA TV, DPS Aircraft Section
•Tues. Nov. 20: FAAST Team / Joseph Murphy, FAAST
Team Program Manager, FAA Southwest Region
•Tues. Dec. 4 Christmas party
Chapter Fly Out
•September 8, Pecan Plantation (0TX1), Fall Fly In
•September 15: Terrell Fly-in (EAA 168 to support)
Flights of our Fathers museum and CAF, BBQ cook-off
Monthly Social Gathering
•Sept. 22 0r 29: US Aviation Denton, TX
•Oct 27: fly-in, Airpark East, hot dogs etc. host Michael
Hoye (could be changed to Nov 3)
Treasurer Report
•Brad Reported. 1 new member, 2 renewals.
Young Eagles
•The Chapter had several individuals request for Young
Eagles flights. Norm Biron flew these kids on an individual
basis from the Denton airport.
Old Business
•EAA Eagle Flights program for adults was officially
launched at EAA AirVenture. Chapter 168 has obtained
Eagle Flight material; Registration forms, Pilot Guidelines
and Rack Cards. Norm will coordinate this program for
Chapter 168. The program is designed for adults, 18 years
of age or older, who have interest in learning to fly. The
goals of the program are to grow the pilot population and
our chapter membership.
•Ann reported that several more caterers were available to
choose from this year for our Christmas party. The BOD
generally agreed that they did not want BBQ or Mexican
for the party and were pleased with the menu last year. A
suggestion was made that the theme for the party be a
celebration of the Chapter’s 50 year anniversary. A
committee, Sam, Marvin, Michael and Pete will review the
chapter history to come up with significant
accomplishments that the chapter members have achieved.
Ann Is looking for help to plan and decorate the facility for
the party.
•Michael hopes to have Chapter 168 “prop cards”
available for the members in September for the Pecan
Plantation or Terrell fly in.
•Brad has filed the IRS documents for the chapter.

http://www.bftsmuseum.org
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Presidents Message

From the President’s Desk

September 11th Minutes Continued
•Jim and Michael will work together to make a chapter
168 presentation at the American Flyers first Saturday
meeting.
New Business
•Chapter Officers elections are coming up in October. We
should have a slate of proposed candidates for the
September general membership meeting. Michael and
Norm have agreed to serve for another year but Brad would
like to pass on treasurer responsibilities to someone else in
the chapter next year. Sam agreed to head up the effort to
find candidates willing to serve.
•Need to fix the search link that pulls up the old website.
•American Flyers, Mitch McCormack, is willing to speak
at our general membership meeting and make a
presentation on the simulators they use for flight training.

Monthly Social Gathering
By Michael Stephan

Due the number of good local fly-ins. We are not
scheduling a social gathering at the end of the month. The
next gathering will be the very popular visit to Mike Hoye’s
hangar at Airpark East on Nov 3rd. We will pull out the
grill and fix a few hotdogs, eat some chips and drink a few
sodas. We also get enjoy each other’s company for a few
hours.
Mike has another interesting Poberezny desing that he is
working on. It will be interesting to see the progress.
Look for more information in next month’s newsletter.

By Michael Stephan

In this issue we take a look back at the Airventure 2012
from the point of view of a few of us who were there. Ken ,
David and I have some different experiences, but that is
what Airventure is, a different event to different attendees.
With the diversity of things to see and do, there is
something for everyone. Every year has been different for
me. This year was no exception.
So with Oshkosh is in the books for 2012, we start to look
forward to the fun fall fly-in season. In September the
Chapter fly in goes to Pecan Plantation for their Fall Fly-In,
then the next weekend visits Terrell for Flight of our fathers
Fly-in, which for the first time will also incorporate the
North Texas EAA Chapter Officers (NTEAACO) fly-in.
The NTEAACO is the group of North Texas EAA Chapters
that are teaming up to promote EAA in the region. Check
the event schedule on page 10 to get more information. I
urge you to support both of these fly-ins. Both are very fun
events.
The September Chapter meeting will feature Phillip
Campbell from the Office of Homeland Security
Investigations. He began his career in 1998 with the U.S.
Border Patrol in south Texas. Shortly after 9/11 he became
a Federal Air Marshal here at DFW. He spent about a year
in Dallas and then returned to south Texas with the border
Patrol. He also had temporary assignments with the Border
Patrol in Arizona and Montana. In 2007 He transferred to
Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) Office of
Investigations, which has been renamed Homeland Security
Investigations. Phillip learned to fly in 2001 and now holds
commercial single/multi fixed wing certificates with an
instrument rating. His first GA ride was back in 1995 in an
RV-4 and was hooked. He is now building an RV-8.
As the years comes to an end, we start planning for next
year. So, in October will will elect new officers for 2013. I
will run again for President, and Norm Biron volunteered to
run again for Vice President. A committee is working on
finding other nominees. If you are interested in serving
please contact Sam Cooper or me.
I’m working on a Chapter personalized prop card for 168
members aircraft. I like to think of it as a nametag for your
airplane. It will incorporate a Chapter 168 logo so
onlookers will know which Chapter the plane is in. I will
also have a way to personalize it for the information about
the aircraft. That might include performance data and/or
information about the builder. I will try to build a template
that can be customized easily and printed.
Finally, 2013 is the 50th anniversary of Chapter 168. We
are planning special events and celebrations for the next
year to commemorate the history of our Chapter.
I hope to see you at many of the upcoming events. In the
meantime, fly safe.
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OSHKOSH Continued

plenty of things to see.

drove the distance. The other time was the big rain event
(sloshkosh) two years ago. Until this year, the dorms were
their housing for all those years.

This year was the 75th anniversary of the Piper Cub.
They had a mass arrival on Saturday and I counted over 70
cubs parked together. There was a sea of yellow that
dominated the antique area.

Getting to Oshkosh is a event in itself every year. Again,
every year has been with a different group of pilots and
planes. I meet the group at AeroCountry and we fly the
distance with one fuel stop in northern Missouri. Luckily,
we have had great weather both up and back (sometimes
with a tailwind). This year’s flight included Ken Krebaum
(RV-8) and David Bouno (RV-7A).
I think I would sum up this year’s event with the word
transition. This was the first event completely managed by
Rod Hightower and the new leadership team. His changes
in the structure of the organization seemed to effect the
organization of the event. Some of the differences I liked,
and some needed more maturity.
The crowds were definitely less than peak years. Some of
the vacancies were very noticable. Phillips/Conoco Square
was void of the “wow” aircraft of the past. On some days it
was mostly void of aircraft. The Van’s Aircraft fly-in
ceremony on Monday occupied center stage in the square.
A C-17 and Fed Ex Airbus occupied it the rest of the week.

Rows of Piper Cubs
The highlight of the show was in the warbird area. For
the first time an North American A-36A Apache was on
display. The A-36 looks like an early model P-51, but it
was designed to be a ground attack aircraft. It was fitted
with bombs and dive brakes. I had never seen one before.
I had to have Ken explain to me what it was. The plane is
owned by the Colllings Foundation and was the WarbirdWWII Grand Champion.

Also, the number of vendors was fewer than in the past.
One of the large vendor hangars was about two thirds
filled. Another hangar had plenty on non aviation
products on display, but that had been a trend for the past
several years. I think the economy and fuel prices play an
important role in the participation at Airventure, but the
transition to a new leadership also plays a role.
There were also a few things that were better than
previous years. Homebuilt aircraft were more prominent
in the show. It was the first year of a organized RV
arrival. Team RV performed a group aerobatic routine
during the afternoon airshow for the first time. RVs flew
instead of the usual warbirds during the airshow’s opening
skydiver and flag display. The occasional daily fly-bys
had experimental aircraft featured. The jet-powered
sonex, the “sub-sonex”, flew several times.
That is a few thoughts on the show, but there was still

North American A-36A
The other plane that drew attention was the Curtiss P-40C
Tomahawk. P-40’s have been there before but this was a
rare “C” model. You could tell by looking at the cowling
that something was different about the engine. The thrust
line is lower and that gives it a more streamlined looking
cowl. I like it better that the later iterations. This airplanes
is from the collection of Rod Lewis from San Antonio. It
was Reserve Grand Champion Warbird - WWII.
Every year there a new designs that showup. This year
Van’s Aircraft announced a new design. The RV-14 is a
bigger side-by-side version using the airfoil that was
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Curtis P-40C
successful on the RV-10. The design boasts more room and
an easier kit to built.
Another newaircraft that was on display is from Lisa
aircraft. It is an LSA built in Europe. It is the swiss army
knife of LSAs. It is a seaplane that uses a front wing as a
hydrofoil. It has retract gear that also includes skis. The
company is currently in receivership as of this month.

The new Lisa LSA design
I didn’t do much walking through the RV area. There
were so many, and my feet said we could skip this year. But
we did see a few that were attention getting.
I spent much of my time this year in the forum area. They
have chairs there. This year I heard Corkey Fournoff, local
pilot, give his presentation on his career in aviation. He is
one of the most entertaining speakers. I also listened to the
presentation from two surviving “Dolittle Raiders.” That
was the most crowded presentation at the show this year.

act as mentors helping the pilot through flight training. I
think this is going to be a successful program, and Norm
Biron has volunteered to help coordinate it for our Chapter.
He already has promotional materials.

Mike Hoye Visits with Paul Poberezny
But, I also did a little socializing as well. One of my
favorite parts of the show. I was walking through the
Homebuilders Workshop area and saw Mike Hoye and the
Pober Pixie II. I thought I had an adventure with my five
hour flight to Oshkosh. It takes Mike multiple days. While
Mike and I were talking, we noticed that Paul Poberezny
had walked into the tent, and after a short conversation
between Mike and Paul, I snapped a picture of the two in
front of the Pober Pixie II.

I also went to a few presentations at the Theater in the
Woods. I watched as Van presented the RV-1 to the
museum and listen to those speak about the airplane and the
group restoration project. Later in the week, Jeff Skiles
announced the “Eagle Flight” program and answered
questions. Jeff was emphasizing that the the “Eagle Flight”
program was different from the Young Eagle program. The
Young Eagle program is meant to inspire youth to a future
in aviation. The Eagle Flight is for adults interested in
aviation. Therefore, the program is more one-on-one and
aids aspiring aviators in getting started. It is also a natural
recruitment tool for local Chapters, and those Chapters can
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One of the main reasons we go to the show is to see the
state of craftsmanship of homebuilt airplanes. Every year it
amazes me. Local builder, James Redmond, brought his
freshly painted Berkut. James flew back with a Bronze
Lindy. There was also a Cozy MKIII from Houston that
was the Grand Champion Plans Built. It was incredible.
Marvin and I got a chance to talk with him and congratulate
him long before the awards were decided. That was well
done airplane.
There were several airplanes that were Champion quality.
There was a Glastar that was a study in precision. It was in
my top 5 airplanes. There was also several SX-300s that
were very well done. Darrell Lawrence from Plano was one
of them. He also took home a Bronze Lindy. One of my
favorites was the Thunder Mustang from Denton that won a
Bronze Lindy for Military Replica. It later sustained
canopy damage when a strong wind flipped a WWI replica
on top of it.

Oshkosh 2012 - Assorted Observations
By Ken Krebaum

Subdued. The word that comes to mind when I reflect on
Oshkosh 2012. No must-see, unique, and amazing aircraft.
No revolutionary product announcements. No crazy,
unforgettable, hope-to-fly-someday contraptions. Although
the number of show aircraft was good, attendance was
down noticeably. But still, like all thirty-eight times I have
attended, it was a great week of immersing myself in the
Oshkosh experience. There was still much more to see and
do than anyone could in a week. The show was bigger and
better than the best of the 70s, 80s, and 90s. Anyone at the
show for his first time in 2012 would consider it an
amazing aviation experience.
However, since nothing grows forever, over the past
decade I have wondered when Oshkosh will hit and pass its
peak. I am also sensitive to the fact that apparent dips may
be noise rather than signal. 100-degree heat may have kept
many away. We can always blame the recession, high fuel
prices, and George Bush. The subdued nature of the show
could be the effect of the transition from the Poberezny era
to the Hightower era. Some of the passion for the show
may not have transitioned to the Hightower team. The
2012 show was well-managed but not well-inspired. We
would expect a new leader to focus first on execution his
first time. We can hope for a more inspired show next year.
On the subject of the effects of reduced attendance, Jeff
Van West, editor of IFR Magazine, wrote "But it was
notably lacking in what Oshkosh is almost always good for:
people." He observed, "One of the things that I always
found assuring about Oshkosh is how the attendance was
larger than the entire certified-pilot population of the U.S. air shows appeal way beyond people who already have
licenses. [This is] a source for new pilots."

Grand Champion Plans -Built Cozy MKIII
Every year at the end of the exhausting week, I swear that
I’m not coming back. Then the year goes by and I get
talked into going again. Even on the long trip up, I wonder
why I am going back again. Then after all the work getting
there, when I walk through the entrance gates, my eyes get
big and I get excited like a kid at Christmas-time seeing all
the aircraft on display, and I search the grounds for the new
items that showed up. Even though it is exhausting for me
(I also do not like crowded places), I go because I love
airplanes, and there is no place like Oshkosh for those that
like airplanes. I study the planes and think to myself, “I
wonder how that one flies.” Or maybe, “I wonder how fast
I could get there in one of those.” Or even, “I would like to
built one of those.”

Since there was no officially stated theme this year, I
retro-actively nominate "RV" as the theme. The celebration
of the 40th anniversary of the RV-3 appearance, the RV-1
presentation to the museum, the RV-14, the many RV
formation flights, and over 500 RVs present were the de
facto theme. But all of this made me wonder if the peak of
the RV phenomenon is on the horizon.

It is a total immersion in the things I enjoy with the
people I like spending time with. It happens one week a
year, and even though I’m not going back, I can’t wait to
walk through those gates next year.
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I think back to Oshkosh 1978 when Frank Christensen
announced the Christen Eagle. This was the first truly
complete aircraft kit, an upgraded version of the Pitts 2A,
exquisitely done. Aside from applying the fabric covering,
the first version of the kit was entirely an assembly effort.
No fabrication required.
Many kits were sold and within a few years rows of
Eagles appeared at Oshkosh.
Unfortunately, after about 5 years, sales declined
precipitously and Christensen discontinued the kit. He
realized that the market for the Eagle was enthusiastic but
finite and small. Frank said in an Oshkosh forum in the
mid-80s "I soon found that everyone who wanted an Eagle
had one." With over 7000 RVs flying and the active pilot
population in decline, when will we reach the point where
everyone that wants an RV either has one or can buy a used
one?

My Airventure
By David Buono

This year marked my 2nd time taking the RV into OSH
with 2010 being the other time. I planned to fly with Ken
Krebaum and Michael Stephan from Aero Country to our
fuel stop in Monroe City (K52) then north as far as West
Bend, since that was their planned destination. The first leg
of the trip was uneventful and relaxing with no weather to
worry about in the flight path. With XM weather onboard,
I was able to monitor the weather in the vicinity of
Oshkosh, which was helpful. There were storms to the
west and northwest of OSH that looked to be moving in the
direction of the airport.
From K52 to OSH, the chatter on 122.75 really started
picking up. I eventually had to drop off the frequency
because it became pretty annoying and distracting. The
storms to the west and northwest really stalled as they got
closer to OSH and proved to be not much of an issue.
My arrival to OSH was textbook right from the NOTAM.
Things were so relaxed on the arrival frequency that ATC
asked me which runway I wanted. I took 36 and the
landing was uneventful, although I did NOT get the
customary “Welcome to Oshkosh” after touchdown from
the tower.

Best I can count, this was my 5th year attending the
annual event. But it was the first that I stayed in private
housing found via the airventure.org web site. I stayed
with a young couple in their 2 bedroom house 2 blocks
north of the airport. I had my own bedroom with private
bath, and they were super open with their house. They told
me to help myself to anything in the fridge or pantry, and
they let me borrow their mountain bike all week to get to
and from the front gate.
I was there Saturday to Wednesday, which was the most
days I’ve ever done. I enjoyed having more time on the
field, which let me take everything in at a much more
relaxed pace. I had a few things I wanted to research and/
or buy, so part of my trip was semi-serious. The other part
of my trip was spent day dreaming while exploring
airplanes that are way out of my price range. I researched
and bought an iPad attachment that allows me to set it on
my leg for single pilot IFR use. I also researched and
bought a pad for my headset that puts a little more cushion
between the top of the band and my head. The day
dreaming time was spent perusing planes like the Pilatus
PC-12 and a few high-end jets. It’s always fun for me to
think about, “ If I won the lottery, which long distance,
cross country plane would I buy?”
I love playing with the various avionics and gadgets that
typically make up the booths in the 4 large hangars. But
this year, there was a lack of any serious leaps forward in
technology. Everybody wanted to talk about ADS-B, but
other than Garmin’s minor product release, there wasn’t
much knew in this area.
I loved seeing Van get recognized for his contributions to
the experimental and homebuilt world. Having worked on
the RV-1, seeing it flown over and donated to the EAA
museum was especially touching for me. I missed Van’s
talk at the Theater In The Woods, but I did get to attend the
annual Van’s banquet. They showed video of the just
released RV-14, and Van spoke about the state of the
company and told a few funny stories about the RV-1. He
also recognized the 2 ongoing high school RV-12 build
project teams and gave a few of the kids a chance to talk
about what the project meant to them.
Overall, I’d have to say it was my favorite Oshkosh trip,
and I think that’s because of a couple of reasons. The top 2
reasons were the 4 day trip instead of my normal 2, and it
was the most social trip I’ve had. Since I’ve been flying
the RV for over 2 years now, I’ve met so many great people
that I was running into friends all over the place. Each
night ended at the SOS Brothers tent catching up with
fellow RV drivers and reminiscing about the Bahamas trip
of 2011, our west coast trip of 2012, or whatever other trip
was the topic of the minute. And every time the subject
was the Bahamas trip of 2011, the conversation usually
ended with daydreaming about the 2013 island trip
currently in the planning stages (Turks and Caicos).
All this has me already looking forward to Oshkosh 2013!
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World Gliding Championship in Uvalde, Texas
By David Cheek

The world gliding championships were held in Uvalde
Texas from July 28 to August 19 of this year. The first
week was a practice week and about half the contestants
flew on those days. No scores were kept to apply to the
final standings during that week. The world gliding
championships were last held in the United States in
Uvalde in 1991, and worldwide are held every two to four
years. It was stroke of genius to hold them during the same
time as the London Olympics.
There were 99 gliders from 24 countries. Some countries
had six or more gliders and pilots entered in the contest,
others had just one. Each glider pilot could bring a crew
member and each team could have a team manager and
captain. Some countries pay the team managers and/ or
captains. The German team brought all its gliders from
Germany, in their trailers with accompanying Mercedes
SUV’s to tow each, and other cars as necessary. Some
teams rented gliders from people in the United States
instead of paying for transport (which was mostly by ship).
Those team members that rented US registered gliders had
to obtain a FAA glider pilot’s license, which was granted
based on their home country’s license. They also had to
complete a flight review. This created quite a bit of last
minute work for US based glider flight instructors. I gave
flight reviews to pilots from Japan and Denmark.

Ray Heyde
2550 East Trinity Mills Road
Suite 126
Carrollton, TX 75006
ph: 940-453-2852!!
!

info@ATRCsim.com

There are three categories of gliders in this competition,
mostly described by wing span. There are 15 meter, 18
meter and open class gliders. The open class usually has
more than 20 meter wing span and until this year were
limited to lower wing loading than the other classes. This
made them slower in strong conditions but paid off if
conditions were weak. There are almost no limits on open
class gliders and many of them are built only for this type
of competition, and they are rarely fun to fly. The 15 and
18 meter gliders are usually production gliders that anyone
could own (but they are not cheap, they start over
$100,000).
There were 13 days of racing, more than in any previous
world contest. The conditions were better and the racing
tasks were generally longer than in any previous world
contest. The first few days all classes got tasks of more
than 500 kilometers and nearly everyone came home (few
landouts). Each day the combined distance flown by all the
contestants was greater than the circumference of the earth.
By the end of the contest, the total distance flown was
enough to reach to the moon and back. (According to the
contest web site and if you care for odd statistics) There
were two mandatory rest days, which we used to swap tow
pilots.
This contest featured on line tracking of real time flights,
by two different systems. Both were available online and
made it possible for people off site to know as much about
the race progress as anyone on the airport. A glider race is
won by speed. That is the only type of competition
allowed. There are no awards for maximum time aloft or
distance flown. Everyone in a class flies the same task and
their speed is evaluated based on the time they used to
complete the task. All scoring is based on flight logs
created by GPS secure loggers carried by each glider.
These are handed over to the scorer at the end of each flight
for processing by scoring software. Penalties are applied
for missing turn points, entering airspace that is off limits
(MOA’s, Class A, B, C and D airspace as well as
Prohibited, restricted areas and TFR’s), safety and
sportsmanship violations, among others.
Preliminary
scores are available, usually by 8 PM each day. Protests
can be filed; there is a jury to decide about these things if a
pilot questions the protest. A pilot can start on the task any
time after the “gate” for that class is open. A pilot can start,
come back and restart again if they like. For this reason,
real time tracking did not really tell you anything about the
competition, just when everyone would be home.
There was a new purpose built open class glider that
made its first appearance in a contest this year. It is called
“Concordia” and was built and flown by Dick Butler. It
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meter gliders, who seemed light by comparison.
With 11 tow planes I sometimes saw three other
tow plane/ glider combinations in front of me on
the upwind leg.

was a legend among the open class tow pilots because it
was so difficult to tow and the pilot always wanted more
speed. I didn’t get to tow it. All of us United States
citizens watched his performance closely and he won at
least one day. In the end, he finished seventh in open class.
Our 15 and 18 meter teammates finished in the bottom half
of their categories.

Concordia takes off
My part in all this was as one of three tow pilots who
provided one tow plane from Texas Soaring Association for
the contest. We flew up to 11 tow planes each day. The
open class gliders launched from the parallel taxiway (no
lights to bash long wings). The 15 and 18 meter gliders
could fit on the main runway without bashing the runway
lights (wider pavement). We launched two parallel streams
of gliders and each tow plane recovered on one of two
improvised dirt runways adjacent to the main runway.
Each glider had a separate tow rope and it was connected as
the tow plane lined up in front of it. We took up slack on
the rope and immediately proceeded to take off once our
flagman signaled to (standard contest procedure). These
gliders were fully ballasted to 12.6 pounds per square foot
of wing area. The climb was slow, no more than 300 feet
per minute. To tow the open class gliders, we had to find
thermals (plenty of them around) to help us climb to 2000
feet AGL. We then “waved them off” at that altitude with a
standard signal (tow plane rocks it wings, an international
contest procedure). Once the gilder was off, we returned to
a “drop barrel” and dropped our tow rope prior to landing.
That was fun. One of our tow pilots put a camera on the
drop barrel to settle the question of who actually hit the
barrel with a rope. When I finished towing the open class
gliders, we helped out on the main runway with the 15/18
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The tow pilots and ground crew briefed before
takeoffs started. Their work was closely linked
so it made sense to brief together. The takeoff
time was based on an estimate of soarable lift
being available since we didn’t have room for all
99 gliders to come back and land if that estimate
was wrong. The runway and parallel taxiway was
full of gliders waiting to takeoff. We expected them to stay
in the air once they got off. Most did that. There were four
or five land backs by gliders during the seven days I towed.
They landed on our open class taxiway and we suspended
open class takeoffs until crew could clear the taxiway. We
usually launched all 99 gliders in about an hour and 20
minutes. We then debriefed with the ground crew and were
free of duties for the rest of the day.

Staged for launch
At the end of the day when gliders returned, they were
usually pretty well spread out, taking over an hour to
recover all of them. Sometimes they did cluster up and it
was not unusual to see four to five gliders on final with
three more on base leg and five or more on downwind and
another half dozen waiting their turn, while two or three
were already landed and rolling out. Nobody could go
around. The plan was for everyone to land on runway and
roll long. Ground crew would help them off the end of the
runway and back down the taxiway to their parking spots.
They could land on the approach end of the taxiway if they
didn’t roll long.
There were no serious injuries. I had a great time. I am
glad I was able to do this.
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Other Upcoming Events
By Michael Stephan

Saturday, Sep 1, 2012 . Warbirds on Parade. Lancaster
Regional Airport (KLNC)
Join us on Saturday, Sept. 1, 2012, from 10AM to 4PM, as
the DFW Wing of the Commemorative Air Force in
Lancaster, TX presents “Warbirds on Parade” and a Salute
to all Veterans. Approximately 40 warbirds will attend this
static event come early and stay late to see the warbirds fly
in and out. Over 100 antique/classic cars and a few restored
farm tractors. For more details go to www.dfwwing.com
Saturday, Sep 1, 2012 EAA Chapter 1246 - First
Saturday Coffee and Donuts - http://www.eaa1246.org/
coffeeanddonuts.asp, Collin County Regional Airport
(KTKI)
We're having Free coffee and donuts for everyone Chuck
Roberts Hangar (#2520) in the McKinney Hangars
Association area at 9 am. You don't have to be a member to
attend. See you there! Contact: Smitty,
president@eaa1246.org
Saturday, Sep 8, 2012. Pecan Plantation & VAF Fly-In
NOTE: UNICOM FREQ NOW 122.975. Now West
Traffic Pattern ALL runways
Time: 9:30 – 16:00 (Rain date if needed is 15 Sept) Free
Admission. Sponsored by EAA Chapter 983 & Vans Air
Force. Everyone is invited and there is something for all
ages. Raffle for Apple Ipad with Fore-Flight App.
Purchase raffle tickets at www.eaa983.org

Saturday, Sep 15, 2012 Velocity V-Twin Show and Tell http://eaa1246.org, Collin County Regional Airport (KTKI)
Duane Swing of Velocity Aircraft Inc. will have his new
Velocity V-Twin on display at the McKinney Hangar
Owners Association(MHOA - Hangar 2515) at Collin
County Regional Airport(KTKI) from 9-11 AM. Duane will
be giving an in depth talk and walk around this wonderful
new aircraft. Contact: Smitty, president@eaa1246.org
Saturday, Sep 15, 2012 Flights of Our Fathers Fly-In http://www.bftsmuseum.org, Terrell Municipal Airport.
Saluting veterans of all branches of the services
recognizing the honor and valor of our fallen service men
and women, and the ultimate sacrifice of five young men
from the City of Terrell. Weekend events are included
within a reunion of those men who were trained here, their
offspring and friends of the museum. Saturday's Events
include Static Airplane Displays, BBQ Cook-off, Classic
Car Show, Food Court, Museum Tours, Kid's Zone, Texas
Heatwave Aerobatic Team Dinner Dance! 972-524-1714,
info@bftsmuseum.org
Saturday, Sep 22 , 2012. Fly-In / Drive-In Pancake
Breakfast and WINGS Seminar Granbury Municipal
Airport. 4th Saturday Fly-In / Drive-In Pancake Breakfast
(0800-1000) and a WINGS Seminar (0900-1100). Enjoy
pancakes, sausage, juice and coffee. Stay for the WINGS
seminar and get credit towards your next Flight Review.
Saturday - Sunday, Sep 29-30, 2012. Warbirds Over
Addison 2012 - http//www.cavanaughflightmuseum.com,
Cavanaugh Flight Museum- Addison Airport (ADS)
10:00am-5:00pm Saturday September 29th and Sunday
September 30th, Aircraft fly-bys and displays, Warbird
Rides, Sherman Tank Demo 972-380-8800,
museumstore@cavflight.org
Saturday, Sep 29, 2012. 5th Saturday Fly In. Cleburne
Regional Airport. It's time for our final 5th Saturday fly in
for the year! So come on out, enjoy the morning and have
breakfast with friends! We will be serving pancakes,
sausage, juice, milk and coffee.
Cost: Donation
Time: 8:30am - 11:30am
Location: Airport Terminal
Friday - Sunday, Oct 19-21, 2012. 15th Annual Cedar
Mills South Central Safety Seminar Fly/Splash In http://www.cedarmills.com, Cedar Mills (3T0)
SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE...BOTH LAND AND
SEA! Join us at Cedar Mills Marina Resort on beautiful
Lake Texoma for North Texas' most informative and fun
safety seminar and fly-in. Presented by the FAA, aviaation
instructors, avionics aviation industry. FLYING EVENTS
scheduled for Saturday Sunday. DON'T MISS the
OCTOBERFEST dinner with special aviation guest
speaker. 903-523-4222
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Brad Roberts
214-351-0475
V%;O&[+-.$2.#&&
@5<(#-7/731
+/-(*?&3./?#23(-$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$')/-'0'-'/(A
Mel L.%&!2`.##O&-.:#+&
Asberry4(0?370&'$C">3/('"#/
metro
972-784-7544
Safety Officer
L$56;.%&3:."6;4&
V%;O&[+-.$2.#&&
@5<(#-7/731
n168tx@flytx.net
389:-A.B'=-A23(-$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$K?'-?J/-?A//
Mel Asberry metro 972-784-7544
L.%&!2`.##O&-.:#+&
+/-(*?&3./?#23(-&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&')/-'0'-'/(A
L$56;.%&3:."6;4&
Michael
Stephan
214-232-2405
U+4&V6#$2:$;42.4&
&&')/-?'K-=)J?
n168tx@flytx.net
389:-A.B'=-A23(-$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$K?'-?J/-?A//
+/-(*?&3./?#23(-&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&')/-'0'-'/(A
Michael
Hoye
972-771-8162
L;#N$4&H#+::
Web site Editors
U+4&V6#$2:$;42.4&
&&')/-?'K-=)J?
I">31$H&1'(/$C""#573&-"#
Marvin
Brott
214-726-9117
7'8)6%9')+((:'$$)
*+,#"--./,01'",&'23(-$$$$$$$$')/-?'=-K))?
Pete Miller
L;#N$4&H#+::
_$-&h,$44&
I">31$H&1'(/$C""#573&-"#
pmbrott@sbcglobal.net
L$56;.%&3:."6;4&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&')/-'0'-'/(A
Clay
Romeiser
7'8)6%9')+((:'$$
GGG2(&&89:2"#1)
*+,#"--./,01'",&'23(-$$$$$$$$')/-?'=-K))?
JK>733L.1+&7'20"+&&&&&&&&&&&&&K?'-?JJ-'AK0
_$-&h,$44&
Membership
Young Eagles
Coordinator
L$56;.%&3:."6;4&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&')/-'0'-'/(A
GGG2(&&89:2"#1
JK>733L.1+&7'20"+&&&&&&&&&&&&&K?'-?JJ-'AK0
Michael Stephan 214-232-2405
Jim Quinn
972-788-2593
Y.&F+,%9&%$I.&:+&-;I.&O+,&;F;#.&:6;:&;2&;%F;O2B&$4&";2:B&"#.2.4:B&;49&7,:,#.B&;4O&5+--,4$5;:$+42&$22,.9&`O&\8".#$-.4:;%&!$#5#;7:&!22+5$;:$+4B&V6;":.#&)=JB&145CB&#.M;#9%.22&+7&:6.&7+#-B&
mstephan@shr.net
Jquinn3@gmail.com
7+#-;:B&;49j+#&-.9$;&,2.9B&F6$56&$45%,9.2B&`,:&$2&4+:&%$-$:.9&:+B&X;4M;#&\56+.2&;49&;,9$+j&N$9.+&#.5+#9$4M2&$2&"#.2.4:.9&+4%O&$4&:6.&%$M6:&+7&;&5%.;#$4M&6+,2.&+7&$9.;2B&+"$4$+42B&;49&".#k

Y.&F+,%9&%$I.&:+&-;I.&O+,&;F;#.&:6;:&;2&;%F;O2B&$4&";2:B&"#.2.4:B&;49&7,:,#.B&;4O&5+--,4$5;:$+42&$22,.9&`O&\8".#$-.4:;%&!$#5#;7:&!22+5$;:$+4B&V6;":.#&)=JB&145CB&#.M;#9%.22&+7&:6.&7+#-B&
2+4;%&.8".#$.45.&;55+,4:2C&!4O+4.&,2$4M&$9.;2B&+"$4$+42B&$47+#-;:$+4B&.:5C&9+.2&2+&;:&:6.$#&+F4&9$25#.:$+4&;49&#$2IC&W6.#.7+#.B&4+&#.2"+42$`$%$:O&+#&%$;`$%$:O&$2&.8"#.22.9B&+#&$-"%$.9B&;49&
7+#-;:B&;49j+#&-.9$;&,2.9B&F6$56&$45%,9.2B&`,:&$2&4+:&%$-$:.9&:+B&X;4M;#&\56+.2&;49&;,9$+j&N$9.+&#.5+#9$4M2&$2&"#.2.4:.9&+4%O&$4&:6.&%$M6:&+7&;&5%.;#$4M&6+,2.&+7&$9.;2B&+"$4$+42B&;49&".#k
O+,&;#.&F$:6+,:&#.5+,#2.&:+&;4O+4.C&!4O&.N.4:&;44+,45.9&;49j+#&%$2:.9&6.#.$4&$2&9+4.&2+&;2&;&-;::.#&+7&$47+#-;:$+4&+4%O&;49&9+.2&4+:&5+42:$:,:.&;""#+N;%B&2"+42+#26$"B&$4N+%N.-.4:B&
We would
like to make you aware that as always, in past, present, and future, any communications issued by Experimental Aircraft Association, Chapter 168, Inc., regardless of the form, format,
2+4;%&.8".#$.45.&;55+,4:2C&!4O+4.&,2$4M&$9.;2B&+"$4$+42B&$47+#-;:$+4B&.:5C&9+.2&2+&;:&:6.$#&+F4&9$25#.:$+4&;49&#$2IC&W6.#.7+#.B&4+&#.2"+42$`$%$:O&+#&%$;`$%$:O&$2&.8"#.22.9B&+#&$-"%$.9B&;49&
5+4:#+%&+#&9$#.5:$+4&+7&;4O&.N.4:&>:6$2&$45%,9.2&<26I+26DC&H+::+-&%$4.B&F.&;#.&#.2"+42$`%.&7+#&4+:6$4MC&^%.;2.&#.;9B&%$2:.4B&.4Z+OB&;49&`.&5;#.7,%&+,:&:6.#.C
and/or
media used, which includes, but is not limited to, Hangar Echoes and audio/ video recordings is presented only in the light of a clearing house of ideas, opinions, and personal experience
O+,&;#.&F$:6+,:&#.5+,#2.&:+&;4O+4.C&!4O&.N.4:&;44+,45.9&;49j+#&%$2:.9&6.#.$4&$2&9+4.&2+&;2&;&-;::.#&+7&$47+#-;:$+4&+4%O&;49&9+.2&4+:&5+42:$:,:.&;""#+N;%B&2"+42+#26$"B&$4N+%N.-.4:B&
accounts.
Anyone using ideas, opinions, information, etc. does so at their own discretion and risk. Therefore, no responsibility or liability is expressed, or implied, and you are without recourse to
5+4:#+%&+#&9$#.5:$+4&+7&;4O&.N.4:&>:6$2&$45%,9.2&<26I+26DC&H+::+-&%$4.B&F.&;#.&#.2"+42$`%.&7+#&4+:6$4MC&^%.;2.&#.;9B&%$2:.4B&.4Z+OB&;49&`.&5;#.7,%&+,:&:6.#.C
anyone. Any
event announced and/or listed herein is done so as a matter
of information only and does not constitute approval, sponsorship, involvement, control or direction of any event
!"#$%&'()'&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
&&&&&&&&&&&&&*+%,-.&/0&122,.&/&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
&))(this
includes Oshkosh). Bottom line, we are responsible for nothing. Please read, listen, enjoy, and be careful out there.

!"#$%&'()'&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&

September 2012

&&&&&&&&&&&&&*+%,-.&/0&122,.&/&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& &))
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Experimental Aircraft Association
Dallas Chapter 168
PO Box 168
Addison, TX 75001-168

DALLAS CHAPTER 168 MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION/RENEWAL FORM
New Member
Renewal
Info Change
Membership dues for EAA Dallas
Chapter 168 are $20/year.
Make checks payable to EAA
Chapter 168
Mail application to:
EAA Dallas Chapter 168
PO Box 168
Addison, TX 75001-0168

Name
Copilot (spouse, friend, other)
Address

City!

State!

Phone Home:!

Work

Zip

email address
EAA # !

Exp date:

(Chapter 168 membership requires National EAA membership)

National EAA offices:
Experimental Aircraft Association
EAA Aviation Center
PO Box 3086
Oshkosh, WI 54903-3086
National EAA Membership:
(800) JOIN EAA (564-6322)
Phone (920) 426-4800
Fax: (920) 426-6761

Pilot/A&P Ratings
I am interested in
helping with:

!
!
!
!
!

Fly-Ins
Programs
Newsletter
Young Eagles
Officer

Plane, Projects (%complete) and Interests:

